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Abstract

Investigating decision making with two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks may

artificially constrain decisions, especially in the moral domain where we may want to

express nuance. We aimed at examining whether paradigm constraints—that is,

binary (as in 2AFC tasks) versus continuous response mode—constrained early

decision-making dynamics, as traceable in mouse movements. In the moral domain,

long sentences are often used, and we therefore developed a new mouse-tracking

design adapted to long-to-process stimuli while also introducing mouse-tracking-

compatible continuous response scales. Two preregistered studies, with adapted

(Study 1) and newly designed (Study 2) mouse-tracking paradigms tested how trajec-

tories differed between response modes from an early stage onwards. Overall, find-

ings provide evidence consistent with hypothesis, ruling out alternative explanations

in terms of motor planning, hence questioning the prevalence of 2AFC tasks in

decision-making research. Discussion further focuses on paradigmatic challenges

addressed by the present research and basic contributions regarding the bidirectional

influences between ongoing actions and decisions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Decision-making studies often rely on two-alternative forced choice

(2AFC) tasks, a paradigm in which participants must choose between

only two response options (Bogacz et al., 2006; Ratcliff &

McKoon, 2008; Smeding et al., 2016). A binary response mode may

seem more appropriate to get a high correspondence between the

operationalized binary construct and its (re)presentation in the task

(Levine, 2001), considering the tendency of thinking in a dichotomous

way (e.g., using words). Dichotomous thinking has indeed been proven

to be useful in human cognition for categorizing information and

reducing world complexity (Berlin, 1990). However, despite the appar-

ent benefits of dichotomization, relying on binary rather than continu-

ous representations could distort reality, therefore impacting

judgments and decisions (Gonzalez et al., 2010; Kvam, 2019; Master

et al., 2012). For example, studies on emotion perception showed that

categorical judgment modifies perception and mental representations,

for them to become consistent with the proposed categories (Satpute

et al., 2016). In addition to such perceptual constraints, the world is

not always black and white, and we may prefer compromise when fac-

ing a difficult social choice (Cheng & González-Vallejo, 2018; Evans

et al., 2015), given that in addition, we tend to avoid extreme options

(so-called “compromise effect”; Neumann et al., 2016; Leong &

Hensher, 2012). This should be particularly relevant in the realm of

morality where, rather than a 2AFC, people may prefer a more

nuanced position, for instance by responding on a continuum. Philoso-

phers sometimes consider morality and moral judgments as being con-

tinuous, depending on which normative moral theory is used

(Segev, 2021). Also, moral values were shown to be counterintuitively

malleable and context-specific (Iliev et al., 2009). Decisions in general,
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and moral decisions, may thus be substantially influenced by the

response mode context.

1.1 | Context, paradigm constraints, and decision-
making dynamics

The importance of context to understand cognitive processes has

been widely studied and is a view endorsed by the situated (social)

cognition approach (Smith & Semin, 2004), according to which cogni-

tion is action-oriented, embodied, and emerging from a dynamic pro-

cess of interaction. For example, context effects such as framing of

the decision (e.g., framing in terms of loss or gain) can substantially

impact the final decision (Tversky & Kahneman, 1985). Also, the

impact of response mode on decisions has been highlighted by Slovic

(1995), as preference seems dependent on context and how it is pre-

sented, and how such preference can be expressed with the available

response mode. Precisely, enhancing the compatibility between a

response mode and a stimulus attribute can increase the weight of

this attribute in the decision. In the case of moral decisions, Kahane

(2015) emphasizes the importance of context with what he calls

common-sense morality, an adaptive moral normative theory where

the situation plays an important role. Similarly, Bartels et al. (2015)

highlight the key role of situation features in determining and

influencing moral choices and judgments. Indeed, situational pressure

is known to constrain and influence moral decision making, as

highlighted with the concept of personal ethical threshold (Comer &

Vega, 2008). For instance, individuals have been shown to be more

vulnerable to situational pressure for issues of low moral intensity

(i.e., those with few consequences for others) and will less likely abide

by their moral standards. This is consistent with the flexibility of moral

judgments in the case of everyday morality where considerations for

outcomes gain weight relatively to universal and rigid moral principles

(Leavitt et al., 2012), and the idea that moral decisions do not rely on

a clear set of moral rules, which is consistent across situations, leading

them to be very sensitive to the context (Broeders et al., 2011;

Kahane & Shackel, 2010). Among the many factors influencing moral

decisions, the adopted empirical paradigm therefore represents a

salient context that should be factored in when analyzing decision-

making dynamics.

Consistent with the embodied choice framework (Lepora &

Pezzulo, 2015), when decisions are expressed by actions, bidirectional

influences between ongoing actions and decisions should be fully con-

sidered, as they may lead to nonlinearities and bifurcations in decisions

(e.g., while moving the computer mouse to click on a response; see

Figure 1). More particularly, some descriptive models of moral decision

making have specific assumptions on decision dynamics. The default-

interventionist model (Evans, 2008) postulates that moral decisions

result from an initial emotional response, which is then overridden by a

rational and deliberative thinking. For example, when assessing if vio-

lence can sometimes be justified, the first emotional reaction could be

the reluctance against violence, then rationalized by a deliberation

about the perhaps utility of violence in some cases. In this context, the

mouse-tracking (MT) study of Koop (2013), which tested this model

without confirming the associated predictions, highlighted how a MT

paradigm could reveal important information about decision dynamics.

Adopting a dynamical systems approach to decision making,

Figure 2 illustrates decisions (or mouse trajectories) unfolding through

time as rolling over attractor landscapes (e.g., Spivey & Dale,

2004, 2006). Reaching a decision is equivalent to reaching the attrac-

tor at the bottom of a valley, yet the landscape itself depends on the

task constraints, stimuli, and ongoing interactions with the paradigm.

For instance, if a participant moves her hand toward a given response

location on screen, she already engages in such response, thus digging

the associated valley deeper and deeper, making it harder to come

back and choose another distant response (Lepora & Pezzulo, 2015;

Quinton & Smeding, 2015; Quinton et al., 2014). In the presence of a

continuous response mode, stimulus information progressively pro-

cessed by the participant may dig and contribute to the emergence of

attractors anywhere on the response continuum, leaving room for late

bifurcations and nuanced responses. On the contrary, a binary

response mode imposes a single ridge between two valleys of varying

depth, weakening the impact of factors at later stages of the decision

process, making it harder to switch to the other response once a bifur-

cation starts. Even when considering perceptions as decisions based

on sensory signals, there might be a tight interplay between sensory

and motor processes (e.g., in active vision; Quétard et al., 2016).

Empirically, an example of the way a subtle motor bias could impact

final moral decisions is given by Falandays et al.'s (2021) research.

Decision-making process thus emerges from a strong interplay

between perceptual, motor, and cognitive constraints (represented by

response mode for instance).

To understand how variations in empirical paradigms can lead to

qualitative changes in decision, we will mainly focus on the underlying

decision-making dynamics: Does the 2AFC paradigm constrains deci-

sion trajectories toward the final decision from an early stage onwards?

The 2AFC paradigm forces respondents to endorse categorical repre-

sentations while underlying decision mechanisms may rather fit more

gradual representations of responses options (e.g., ordinal or interval

scales) or lean toward compromise when meaningful. When stimuli

F IGURE 1 Decision-making process as emergent from reciprocal
interactions between instructions and visual components of the
paradigm (left) and motor components that determine final response
and response times (right). With mouse-tracking, trajectories may at
the same time reflect and influence decision dynamics.
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defined on a perceptual continuum lie at the boundary between two

forced categorical representations, the interpretation of stimuli is most

strongly influenced by top-down knowledge, which may produce quali-

tative changes in decisions from negligible differences in bottom-up sig-

nals (e.g., visual information). This consequence of the symbol

grounding problem (Harnad, 1990) has also been consistently found in

MT experiments derived from the dynamic interactive theory of person

construal (Freeman & Ambady, 2011). In the associated 2AFC para-

digms, the two alternatives are presented as not only semantically

opposed in the context of the task (e.g., strongly disagree vs. strongly

agree) but also spatially (being usually presented on opposite sides of

the computer screen) and motorically (being associated to different

keys or click locations). Despite these expected consequences on deci-

sion dynamics, the 2AFC paradigm is largely adopted thanks to its many

advantages: It may facilitate data and statistical processing

(e.g., focusing on a single alternative response frequency); theoretical

predictions are easier to cast and operationalize; also, it is sometimes

required to force participants to choose one option or the other, making

otherwise subtle effects apparent (i.e., magnifying effect sizes).

The fact that subtle differences (e.g., in context) can lead to quali-

tative changes in decision is supported by prominent neurophysiologi-

cal models of action selection, where alternative choices compete for

action while evidence is accumulated continuously (for a review, see

Cisek & Kalaska, 2010). Such models provide a mechanistic (and not

only conceptual) account of the final decision, simply triggered when

the accumulated evidence in favor of one option reaches a threshold,

but also of the underlying process of reaching that decision with

binary (Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Wojnowicz et al., 2009) or graded

response modes (Ratcliff, 2018). Subsequently, the nature of the

response depends on the paradigm, but does not allow to infer the

discrete or continuous nature of the underlying decision processes.

Reversely, we can assume that paradigms imposing a binary response

mode, as in 2AFC tasks, (i) constrain decision-making dynamics from

an early stage; (ii) and that the nature and impact of the constraint is

reflected in decision-making dynamics and sometimes final decisions.

Stakes related to the possibility that paradigm features constrain

(moral) decision making are not mainly methodological. A major theo-

retical challenge is addressed, which is to determine whether individ-

uals merely contrast the two response alternatives to provide a final

answer after a graded decision has been adopted, or whether the pre-

sentation of dichotomized responses facilitates the discretization at

the basic cognitive level (concepts, linguistic units, etc.). In the latter

case, this would signal that paradigm constraints do influence not only

responses through motor constraints but also decision-making pro-

cesses occurring at earlier stages. We will therefore examine the influ-

ence of response modes (binary vs. continuous) on moral decision

making, with a focus on the early stages of this process, as traceable

in decision dynamics obtained with computer mouse data.

1.2 | Present research

In the present research, considering the influence of situational fac-

tors on morality, we aim at examining whether paradigm constraints

influence the dynamics and outcomes of decision-making processes.

Specifically, changing the response mode for the same statements

acts as a constraint which reduces response possibilities (i.e., 2AFC

vs. continuous). The present research will focus on the moral domain,

relying on moral statements where extreme moral standards and par-

ticular outcomes or circumstances must be weighed. For example, if

someone has to position themselves about if they can trust strangers

to do good, the universal principle of having to trust people can be

activated, but being moderated by examples they have in mind where

they should not be trustful. This is a stringent experimental setup to

F IGURE 2 (a,b) Attractor landscape representations of decision-making processes. Although each landscape should correspond to a single
decision (mouse) trajectory unfolding through time (and space), several trajectories are represented for communication purposes. Small bumps
and deviations may be the consequence of partial stimulus information processing, noise in perception or motor control, while deep valleys
generally correspond to basins of attraction and final responses. Response mode (binary or continuous) may impact the entire decision process by
constraining the landscape and location of valleys.
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test whether the influence of situational factors may be reflected

through nuanced decisions, and whether decision dynamics may be

influenced while leading to the same final decision. We relied on

quantitative measures of decisions (e.g., continuous response scale) as

other forms of measures (e.g., free text) do not allow studying the

dynamics of online decision making.

We conducted two studies to examine the influence of response

mode on early decision-making processes in common-sense morality.

Participants had to judge moral statements adapted from Pärnamets

et al. (2015), answering with the computer mouse, and we recorded

trajectories generated during the entire decision process. This MT par-

adigm builds on the previously mentioned theoretical models, translat-

ing the competition between alternative responses at the cognitive

level into movements of the hand to control the mouse on the screen

(Freeman et al., 2011; Spivey et al., 2005). This allows tracing the

decision-making process in real time from early stages onwards,

revealing information about all the steps, hesitations, and biases that

contribute to the final decision and response time (Hehman

et al., 2015). In MT paradigms, the main theoretical assumption (vali-

dated through many studies) is that participants initiate their decision

process as soon as the stimulus appears. Indeed, some cues are pro-

cessed in the first hundreds of milliseconds in the perceptual stream

and revealed in early mouse movements (Hehman et al., 2015; see

also in psycholinguistics Barca & Pezzulo, 2015). Recent studies have

also shown that process measures could be used to trace decision

dynamics with graded responses (using finger tracking in Dotan

et al., 2019), to measure ambivalence in moral decisions (e.g., MT in

Buttlar & Walther, 2018; Koop, 2013), and to manipulate moral deci-

sions (using eye-tracking in Pärnamets et al., 2015).

To investigate the influence of response mode on early dynamics

of moral decision making, we introduced two conditions: a binary

mode, matching 2AFC paradigms, where the two response options

were located on opposite sides of the computer screen (i.e., strongly

disagree versus strongly agree); and a continuous mode, where the

whole range of graded responses was available in between these two

extremes, as with continuous response scales. While the continuous

mode allows responses on opposite sides of the screen, the binary

mode prohibits responses in the middle of the screen, which should

mechanically lead to more extreme average end coordinates. There-

fore, we rather focused on differences in the recorded mouse trajec-

tories, with increased deviations expected in the binary compared to

the continuous response mode condition. The stakes lie in early stages

of the dynamics, when even the mere direction of the final decision

has not yet been decided, and when comparing trajectories which end

at the same location on the answer space (i.e., screen). In a comple-

mentary way, we were additionally interested in direction changes in

final decisions, as it could reveal an impact of the response mode not

only on decision process but also on resulting decisions.

To test our hypothesis, we relied on two MT paradigms, corre-

sponding to the two studies, each study comprising both response

modes. In Study 1, the design was adapted from the standard MT para-

digm (Freeman et al., 2011), allowing to check consistency with previous

research, the feasibility of a continuous response mode, but also testing

limitations related to the present moral stimuli—complex sentences

instead of images or single words (as in most MT research)—and getting

meaningful effect sizes for Study 2. In Study 2, the paradigm from Study

1 was further modified to address several limitations. For both studies,

we analyzed data using mixed effect models with participant and moral

stimuli random factors, to allow generalization at the two levels despite

the large expected variability across both factors (Judd et al., 2017).

Contributions therefore combine the introduction of a new MT

paradigm adapted to long-to-process stimuli (here written moral

assertions), with the adaptation and comparison of MT paradigms on

different response scales (binary vs. continuous) using mixed model

analysis with generalization at both participants and stimuli popula-

tions. Together, these contributions are thus at the psychometrical

and theoretical level, by contributing to the study of spatiotemporally

continuous decision-making processes. Indeed, we study decisions,

which are both extended in time compared to classical stimuli used in

MT designs (i.e., we use sentences instead of fast-to-process stimuli

like images) and which are continuous in space (i.e., through mouse

trajectories and final response scales).

2 | STUDY 1

2.1 | Methods

2.1.1 | Participants

Due to the novelty of the continuous response mode in MT designs,

and the focus on differences between conditions, effect sizes could

not be reliably estimated from earlier studies. Considering a larger

body of MT studies, a priori statistical power analysis using a smallest

effect size of interest (SESOI) of Cohen's d¼0:2 aiming at 80% power

led to an expected sample size of 150 participants. This estimate did

not incorporate information on variance partitioning, required for

more adequate estimates with mixed models and exceeded resources

that could be allocated to this study. Consequently, as preregistered,

we aimed at recruiting 100 participants. Participants provided written

informed consent before participation, and the project was approved

by the local ethics committee. The study and data collection were

conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the American

Psychological Association and the Declaration of Helsinki. All mea-

sures, manipulations, and exclusions are disclosed. All data were col-

lected prior to analysis. One hundred and four social sciences

undergraduates (94 female, Mage ¼20:1, SDage ¼0:9) took individually

part in the study in exchange for course credits. All participants were

included in analyses, except for one who did not finish the study, leav-

ing a final sample of 103 participants.

2.1.2 | Stimuli and apparatus

Sixty-three moral statements were translated in French and adapted

from Pärnamets et al. (2015). As the original statements sometimes
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included a negation, and sometimes not, hence possibly introducing a

confound in terms of processing time (Margolin & Abrams, 2009), we

controlled this confound by generating both positively and negatively

framed versions of each statement. Minor adjustments were subse-

quently made to improve the symmetry of the formulations at the

semantic level. Besides alleviating a limitation of the original set of

statements, this adaptation doubled the number of trials per partici-

pant and further increased heterogeneity. Item heterogeneity was

sought after, with some statements expected to be very divisive and

others more consensual, adding to the generalizability of results.

Concerning the setup in the binary condition, it closely paralleled

that of the standard MT paradigm: the two available response options

were presented in the top-left and top-right corners of the computer

screen, resulting in two clickable response boxes. Mouse trajectories

were recorded on each trial from the click on the “START” button

(at the bottom-middle of the screen), triggering the onset of the stim-

ulus, until the click on the chosen response. For the continuous condi-

tion, the width of the clickable response area was extended to have a

continuous single full-width bar on the top of the screen (in grey on

Figure 3). As the boxes or bar were displayed on the screen before

the start of the trial, condition was expected to have an influence

from the very beginning of the trial, at a stage where a decision has

not yet stabilized.

2.1.3 | Procedure

The design was a 2 (response mode: binary, continuous) � 2 (linguistic

framing: positive, negative) fully crossed within-participants design.

Apart from three training statements, the 60 other statements were

presented within two blocks, each block associated to a single-

response mode. Order of presentation of blocks was counterbalanced

across participants. Each block was composed of 120 trials, as the ini-

tial set of 60 statements was presented with the two different fram-

ings. The 60 statements were randomly split in two halves (subsets),

framed in their positive and negative versions, randomly ordered, then

interleaved within each response mode block, with framing alternating

between trials (for a total of 8 subsets and 240 trials). This ensured

that at least 30 trials (i.e., one subset) would separate the presentation

of the same statement and ensuring that each was presented in the

four conditions.

After reading instruction screens, participants completed a first

training phase composed of six statements with alternated response

modes and linguistic framings. Participants then completed the two test

blocks, each preceded by an instruction screen and three additional

training statements to remind the participant of the response mode to

be used in the current block. Breaks were introduced every 30 trials,

although participants had control over trial initiation. Indeed for each

trial, a single statement was displayed in the middle of the screen when

the participant clicked on the “START” button and remained visible

until an answer via a mouse click within a grey response area at the top

of the screen was provided. If the participant did not move the mouse

for more than 500 ms (standard cutoff in MT studies; see Hehman

et al., 2015), a “Faster”message appeared in red. Constraining response

time is indeed necessary in MT to prevent participants from making a

decision before initiating a movement. Preregistration, materials, data,

and analysis scripts can be retrieved on OSF (https://osf.io/xj2w3/)

while the software will be made available upon acceptance.

2.2 | Results

2.2.1 | Analytic procedure

Compared to prior MT research, the time required for sentence reading

and processing was significantly increased, with a mean response time

of 4.6 s. Due to the dilemma-like nature of stimuli, many trajectories

also displayed sudden changes of direction, as illustrated in Figure 3.

F IGURE 3 Mouse-tracking design from Study 1. Positively
framed assertion in binary response mode (top) and negatively framed
assertion in continuous response mode (bottom), with superimposed
sample of representative/late-change mouse-trajectories (in red).
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Consequently, spatial indices based on x–y coordinates (e.g., maximum

deviation and area under the curve; see Hehman et al., 2015) could not

appropriately be used. We therefore retained mouse coordinates on

the x-axis of the screen (X) as a function of time (as a proxy for hesita-

tions between response alternatives) as our dependent variable of inter-

est. In the following paragraphs, deviation thus refers to the distance

away from the origin of the trajectory on the X-axis and not away from

the ideal straight trajectory toward the final response. This specific fea-

ture will yield great importance in the development of the new para-

digm in Study 2. Coordinates were bounded between �1 (left of the

screen) and 1 (right), with the “START” button being centered on 0 (neu-

tral position). To make them easily comparable, trajectories (X as a func-

tion of time) were time-normalized between 0% (click on START) and

100% (click on response), then linearly interpolated to generate

100 points per trajectory. Therefore, in all conditions, the last X-

coordinates correspond to final responses of the participants and the

associated inferential results to those which would be obtained without

tracing mouse coordinates. Finally, coordinates were made positive

since the focus was on comparing attraction toward extreme answers

across conditions.

We used mixed-effects models for the main analyses, using lme4

package in R language (Bates, Mächler et al., 2015). Since approximate

degrees of freedom were large enough for all effects of interest,

resulting in negligible differences compared to asymptotic results, the

latter are reported for simplicity. Given our fully crossed design, the

maximal random structure includes intercept, main and interaction

random effects between response mode (R) and linguistic framing (F)

for both participant (P) and statement (S) random factors, as well as

intercept and main random effects for each statement judged by each

participant (P :S) (Judd et al., 2017). Using the R equation formalism,

this led to a maximal model specified by: X�R�Fþ R�F j Pð Þþ
R�F j Sð Þþ RþF j P :Sð Þ. Random structure reduction following Bates,

Kliegl, et al. (2015) led to little change in structure, reflecting the large

variability in effects across participants and statements (also see

Matuschek et al., 2017). Despite differences in moral judgments

across participants for any given statement, the statement-by-

participant interaction random factor was dropped to keep estima-

tions tractable and comparable for the whole trajectories, as changes

in fixed effects and variance components were negligible.

Contrast coding was used for both response mode (�0.5 for con-

tinuous; +0.5 for binary) and linguistic framing (�0.5 for negative;

+0.5 for positive). To control type I error rate in presence of multiple

testing with temporal dependencies (with 100 tests performed along

the trajectories), eight successive p values below .05 were needed to

conclude for significance (demonstrated as conservative in appendix

of Dale et al., 2007). Effect sizes are reported as Cohen's d, adapted

to linear mixed model designs (Judd et al., 2017). In accordance with

preregistration, we first performed an unconditional analysis, keeping

all trajectories. We subsequently ran a conditional analysis, keeping all

trajectories for binary response mode and only those ending at

extreme coordinates for continuous response mode, hence allowing a

test of response mode for comparable trajectories (i.e., all ending at

extreme coordinates).

2.2.2 | Unconditional analysis

We found a significant main effect of response mode starting at 61%

of trajectory time (b¼0:016, SE¼0:008, z¼2:05, p¼ :041, 95% con-

fidence interval [CI] 0:0006,0:031½ �, d¼0:07), increasing until the end

of the trajectory (b¼0:167, SE¼0:017, z¼9:69, p< :001, 95% CI

0:133,0:201½ �, d¼0:87). This effect was slightly yet significantly mod-

erated by linguistic framing between 59% and 77%, with a peak at

67% in terms of raw effect size (b> �0:017, SE <0:007, z> �3:29,

d> �0:04), reflecting a stronger effect of framing in binary mode. We

also observed a significant negative main effect of framing between

6% and 76%, with a peak at 66% (b> �0:032, SE <0:006, z> �8:69,

d> �0:14). This effect was reversed and became significantly positive

between 82% and 97%, with a peak at 90% (b<0:034, SE <0:006,

z<9:06, d<0:14), reflecting more extreme judgments when presented

with positively framed statements. Besides, there was no final differ-

ence (jbj<0:0001), signaling a correct interpretation of linguistic fram-

ing. Regarding the effect of response mode, it may simply reflect

where participants were allowed to click (two boxes in binary mode,

but a screen-wide box in continuous mode). This issue will be partially

alleviated with the conditional analysis, but so far, results confirm its

impact on a meaningful portion of participants' response behavior

(trajectories), including its sensorimotor component, growing from null

at the beginning to very large for end coordinates. Finally, we looked

at the distribution of final responses for continuous response mode,

with 44% of final answers out of the corresponding response areas in

binary response mode (see distributions on Figure 4a). It is possible

that some participants did not understand the possibility to answer in

a nuanced way in the continuous response mode (according to post-

experimental feedback), limiting the amount of nuanced responses.

Results are displayed in Figure 4.

F IGURE 4 Mean trajectory in each condition of Study 1 with
the unconditional analysis (a), difference between binary and
continuous response modes (b; with grey 95% confidence intervals,
pink background for corrected significance), and the overlayed
distributions of final responses for both response modes (c) where
we had 44% of nuanced answers in the continuous response
mode.
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We also looked for dichotomized final responses, i.e., responses

to the left (resp., right) of the middle of the scale considered as “dis-
agree” (respectively, “agree”). We observed a significant difference of

15% (p< :001) of change between the continuous and binary

response mode.

Finally, we performed analyses while controlling and checking for

interaction with response mode presentation orders (whether partici-

pants responded with the continuous or binary response mode first;

using linear mixed models (LMM) with both participant and assertion

random factors, to better account for randomization and counter-

balancing within/between participants). We observed a significant

main effect of presentation order with more extreme answers when

binary response mode is presented first (b = �0.09, SE = 0.03, χ2(1)

= 7.88, p = .005, 95% CI [�0.15, �0.03], d = �0.23). Of importance,

our target main effect of response mode remained significant and

unchanged (b = 0.16, SE = 0.02, χ2(1) = 97.90, p < .001, 95% CI

[0.13, 0.20], d = 0.88).

2.2.3 | Conditional analysis

As preregistered, we proceeded to a conditional analysis of trajecto-

ries, only keeping those ending at extremes coordinates (jXj>0:7 cor-

responding to response boxes for the binary mode), thus keeping all

binary mode trajectories, but only a subset from continuous mode.

Although mean trajectories were more similar, a small non-significant

positive effect remained observable from the start until 80% of trajec-

tory time (b<0:013, SE <0:010,z<1:57, p> :11). However, this effect

was then reversed and became significant from 85% (b¼�0:020,

SE < 0:009, z¼�2:07, p¼ :039, 95%CI�0:038,�0:001½ �, d¼�0:07)

until the end (b¼�0:022, SE¼0:004, z¼�5:50, p< :001, 95% CI

�0:029,�0:014½ �, d¼�0:32). The interaction with linguistic framing

was not significant (once controlling for multiple sequential testing)

yet remained negative (b> �0:017, SE <0:008, z> �2:09,

d> �0:03). As previously, we also observed a significant negative

main effect of framing between 7% and 70%, with a peak at 67%

(b> �0:033, SE <0:006, z> �7:40, d> �0:14) and its significant

reversal between 82% and 99%, with a peak at 90% (b<0:040,

SE <0:007, z<9:96, d<0:18). While we focused on the effect of

response mode at the beginning of the trial (yet non-significant), the

inverse significant effect found at the end of trajectories could again

be explained by distributions of end coordinates. Indeed, for the

binary mode, the same decision and behavioral meaning is associated

with any click location within the response boxes. Consequently,

there were fewer clicks near the borders of the screen compared to

the continuous mode, for which such clicks really expressed extreme

judgments. Results are displayed in Figure 5. We again calculated the

number of dichotomized final response change between the two

response modes, revealing 11% (p< :001) of change, even when con-

sidering only extreme final responses.

2.3 | Discussion

Results of the unconditional analysis provide initial support for the

impact of response mode on trajectories, which is consistent with the

possibility that paradigm features constrain decision-making. How-

ever, a first limitation is that this effect was robustly observed only

later in the trajectories. A second, and possibly related limitation, is an

interpretation of this result as relating to the sensorimotor part:

Because screen composition constrained where participants were

allowed to click (two boxes in binary mode, but a screen-wide box in

continuous mode), a late effect can be explained by differences in

hand dynamics to accommodate clicks at different places. Results of

the conditional analysis further question interpretation of effects, with

the effect of response mode being non-significant at the beginning of

trajectories but showing an unexpected significant reversal at the end.

The latter may be explained by distributions of end coordinates, hence

hinting again at the impact on sensorimotor behavior. Indeed, the

mode of absolute end coordinate distributions is close to the minimal

value of 0:7 in the binary mode (corresponding to the border of the

response boxes) since a click anywhere on the response area conveys

the same meaning and participants usually aim at the point closest to

their current mouse position if they want to answer quickly. Never-

theless, we still observe an impact of the response mode on final deci-

sions because it led to changes in direction of final responses

relatively to the middle of the scale for a significant amount of trials.

This phenomenon also significantly occurred when considering only

extreme final decisions, where participants change from one extreme

to the other between response modes. This occurred despite good

reliability across assertions, participants, and conditions (see descrip-

tive statistics reported in Supporting information). Finally, the analysis

of the order of response mode possibly shows how participants man-

age to adapt to the change of response mode when manipulated

across blocks of trials. Particularly, it seems that when facing a binary

response mode first, participants tend to answer more extremely, as it

F IGURE 5 Mean trajectory in each condition of Study 1 with the
conditional analysis, using all binary mode trajectories but only
extreme answer trajectories for the continuous mode (a), and
difference between binary and continuous response modes (b; with
grey 95% confidence intervals, pink background for corrected
significance).
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could encourage to think in a dichotomous way. In addition, a visual

inspection of the data revealed that several participants presented

trajectories with the same peculiar aspect: an initial departure to the

left, a straight line to cross the screen to the right, then the rest of the

trajectory to choose the answer. A likely interpretation would be that

people moved the mouse cursor over the statement displayed in the

middle of the screen while reading it. We conservatively kept

these data for analyses, knowing that the main consequence would be

an underestimation of our effects of interest. A final limitation

pertains to the visual presentation of the two response modes (two

rectangles on the two sides of the screen for the binary response

mode, and a single rectangle for the continuous response mode). As a

result, the two rectangles of the binary response mode may have been

more visually salient than the rectangle in the continuous response

mode, therefore exerting greater attraction both visually and

motorically.

To summarize, results pertaining to the unconditional and condi-

tional analyses signal the importance of paradigm features on mouse

trajectories and decision dynamics. However, limitations of this

adapted version of the MT paradigm for moral statements did also

emerge, including the possible use of the mouse cursor while reading

statements and differences in visual saliency between response

modes. This is not surprising as the standard MT paradigm has been

largely and successfully used with images and words, but there was

no guarantee of successful transposition to complex sentences. Con-

sequently, in Study 2, the paradigm of Study 1 was modified in several

important ways to address these limitations.

3 | STUDY 2

3.1 | Methods

3.1.1 | Participants

Since the design has been improved in Study 2 to reduce or eliminate

some sources of variance, effect size was expected to be larger com-

pared to Study 1. Using PANGEA (Westfall, 2015), exploiting effect

size estimates and variance partitioning coefficients from Study 1, we

estimated statistical power for different sample sizes and performed a

sequential analysis based on the recommendations of Lakens (2014).

We performed our first analysis at 65 participants, and obtained a sig-

nificant effect for response mode (p-value below the interim thresh-

old at 0:017), so we stopped data collection (details on this procedure

provided in Supporting information). Participants were all social sci-

ences undergraduates (57 female, Mage ¼20:0, SDage ¼0:8) and took

part individually in exchange for course credits. Participants provided

written informed consent before participation and the project was

approved by the local ethics committee. The study and data collection

were conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the Amer-

ican Psychological Association and the Declaration of Helsinki. All

measures, manipulations, and exclusions are disclosed. All data were

collected prior to analysis.

3.1.2 | Stimuli and apparatus

The same 63 statements as in Study 1 were used. The new design

consisted of a slider of varying width that became visible inside a

horizontal bar once the trial was initiated by the participant (clicking

on a central “START” area), then following the mouse cursor along

the x-axis of the screen (see Figure 6). The slider had a linear color

gradient to blend with the white background, and the most con-

trasting color corresponded to where the cursor pointed. The width

of the slider varied with time: It decreased when the participant did

not move the mouse and increased when they did, with a trial con-

sidered failed if the slider fully disappeared (reaching zero width).

This behavior was an adaptation of the “Faster” message from

Study 1, encouraging quick answers and continuous moves, but

without the “flashing effect” induced by the apparition of the mes-

sage which could distract the participant during her decision.

Response mode was signaled by the color of the slider: If it was

green, clicking to provide a final response was possible and ended

the trial; if grey, it was not taken into account. Hence, when the

slider was green whatever its position in the horizontal bar, it sig-

naled the continuous response mode; when it was grey in the mid-

dle and green at the two sides of the bar, it signaled the binary

response mode. The mouse cursor itself was made invisible, result-

ing in useful mouse movements limited to the horizontal axis, which

was more adapted for long statements and prevented hovering the

cursor over these stimuli. In addition, the use of the color scheme

to signal continuous versus binary response mode when the cursor

was moved (but not beforehand) reduced the imbalance in visual

F IGURE 6 Slider design from Study 2. Positively framed assertion
in binary response mode (top) and negatively framed assertion in
continuous response mode (bottom). The slider appears in green when
clicking at current mouse position is authorized to provide a final
response.
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saliency between conditions and made it easier to randomize

response mode through trials.

We pretested several versions of the slider design, mostly to test

different slider width dynamics (a summary description of the differ-

ent versions can be found as Supporting information). Because sim-

plicity and ergonomics were paramount, we retained the version with

(i) a predefined initial slider size; (ii) a continuous reduction of the

slider size with time, (iii) an instantaneous reset to its maximum size

when mouse movement are performed, (iiii) and a temporal smoothing

filter applied to the slider size to prevent perceptual discontinuity for

the user.

3.1.3 | Procedure

The design was a 2 (response mode: binary, continuous) � 2 (linguistic

framing: positive, negative) fully crossed within-participants design. As

in Study 1, a screen containing global instructions was presented first.

To familiarize with the slider design, an additional training was added

containing six simple food images. Responses options were I like it and

I do not like it for the binary response mode, and a scale between

these two extremes for the continuous response mode. Then, as in

Study 1, the training with the moral statements was introduced. As in

Study 1, breaks were introduced every 30 trials, for a total of 240 tri-

als, but response mode was this time randomized across trials. To

avoid having the same statement presented with different response

modes a few trials apart, randomization of stimuli was adapted

accordingly (details provided in Supporting information). Preregistra-

tion, materials, data, and analysis scripts can be retrieved on OSF

(https://osf.io/n4rky/) while the software will be made available upon

acceptance.

3.2 | Results

3.2.1 | Analytic procedure

We conducted the same (unconditional and conditional) analyses as

in Study 1. Data treatment and variable coding were also similar,

except for the additional removal of missed trials (i.e., where the

participant did not move fast enough and the width of the slider fell

to zero before an answer was given). This led to discard 2.5% of

the trials.

3.2.2 | Unconditional analysis

After fitting the linear mixed model to the interpolated coordinates,

we observed the same phenomenon as in Study 1 (see Figure 7), with

an earlier effect of response mode. There was a significant difference

between response modes almost at the beginning of the trial, starting

at 3% (b¼0:0012, SE¼0:0006, z¼2:11, p¼ :03, 95% CI

0:00009,0:002½ �, d¼0:04), with trajectories deviating more in the

binary response mode. As expected, this difference increased through

time, until the end of the trajectory (b¼0:21, SE¼0:02, z¼12:56,

p< :001, 95% CI 0:18,0:24½ �, d¼1:10). Such an early effect argues for

an early constraint of the binary response mode, well before the deci-

sion was made. This effect was not significantly moderated by linguis-

tic framing. We also observed a significant negative main effect of

framing between 4% and 20%, and between 37% and 74% with a

peak at 64% (b> �0:022, SE <0:006, z> �4:39, d> �0:9). This effect

was reversed and became significantly positive between 83% and

97%, with a peak at 92% (b<0:038, SE <0:006, z<7:81, d< 0:15),

reflecting more extreme judgments when presented with positively

framed statements. Finally, we looked at the distribution of final

responses for continuous response mode, with 52% of final answers

out of the corresponding response areas in binary response mode (see

distributions on Figure 7c). The design issue of the first study leading

some participants to not understand the possibility to answer in a

nuanced way in the continuous response mode was here alleviated.

Nevertheless, with the one-dimensional design of this second study,

participants tended to move the slider away from the START button

(i.e., the middle of the scale), thus almost never answering at the very

center. Also, the trial-level randomization of continuous and binary

response modes may also lead to extremize responses in the continu-

ous response mode, explaining the proportion of extreme decisions

we observe.

We then dichotomized the final answers and calculated the num-

ber of final response change between the two response modes. We

observed 17% (p< :001) of final response changes. Finally, we per-

formed analyses while controlling and checking for interaction with

response mode presentation orders (whether participants responded

with the continuous or binary response mode first; using LMM with

both participant and assertion random factors, to better account for

F IGURE 7 Mean trajectory in each condition of Study 2 with
the unconditional analysis (a), difference between binary and
continuous response modes (b; with grey 95% confidence intervals,
pink background for corrected significance), and the overlayed
distributions of final responses for both response modes (c)
where we had 52% of nuanced answers in the continuous response
mode.
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randomization and counter-balancing within/between participants).

This time, we did not observe a significant effect of the order of pre-

sentation of the response mode (b=�0.03, SE=0.01, χ2(1)=3.62,

p= .06, 95% CI [�0.05, 0.0008], d=�0.07). Nevertheless, the main

effect of response mode remained significant and unchanged

(b=0.21, SE=0.02, χ2(1)=157.94, p< .001, 95% CI [0.18, 0.25],

d=1.10).

3.2.3 | Conditional analysis

We again conducted a conditional analysis of trajectories, only keep-

ing those ending at extreme coordinates (jXj>0:7 corresponding to

response boxes for the binary mode, as in Study 1). Again, the results

showed a significant difference in deviation early in the trajectories,

from 10% to 98%, reaching a maximum at 80% (b<0:059, SE <0:02,

z<6:32, d< 0:19), and this time demonstrating almost no difference

between conditions at the end of trajectories (b¼0:003). Thus, even

for the same final decision, we observed a difference in trajectories

between response modes. This effect was slightly yet significantly

moderated by linguistic framing from 89% until the end of the trajec-

tory, with a peak at 90% in terms of raw effect size (b> �0:036,

SE < 0:02, z> �3:9, d> �0:07), reflecting a stronger effect of framing

in binary mode. We still observed a significant negative main effect of

framing between 4% and 13% (b> �0:008), and between 34% and

78%, with a peak at 64% (b> �0:032, SE <0:008, z> �4:77,

d> �0:12), and its significant reversal between 84% and 99%, with a

peak at 90% (b<0:051, SE <0:006, z<7:24, d<0:17). Results are dis-

played in Figure 8.

We again checked the number of dichotomized final response

changes between the two response modes and observed 12%

(p< :001) of changes, again giving a significant amount of change

between the two response modes.

3.3 | Discussion

As expected, we obtained an earlier effect of response mode on

mouse trajectories with this new slider design, compared to what was

observed in Study 1. This effect was observed on almost the entire

mean trajectory in both unconditional and conditional analyses, sup-

porting the robustness of the results. Of importance, as these findings

were obtained while several alternative interpretations of Study 1's

results were alleviated, Study 2 provides evidence consistent with an

interpretation in terms of the impact of paradigm constraints on early

stages of decisions. Results of the conditional analyses are certainly

the most straightforward here because the early and ongoing effect

of response mode was observed while differences at the end of tra-

jectories were negligible. Paradigm constraints—here, a binary versus

continuous response mode—may therefore contribute to shape

decision-making dynamics, at least as traceable in mouse movements.

Consistent with results obtained in the first study, we also observed

significant decision reversals between the two response modes, and

even in the conditional analysis where only extreme final responses

were kept. This again occurred despite good reliability across asser-

tions, participants and conditions (see descriptive statistics reported in

Supporting information). Unlike Study 1, we did not observe a signifi-

cant effect of the presentation order of the response mode. This dif-

ference could be explained by the fact that response mode was

randomized across trials in this study, compared to Study 1 where it

was counterbalanced across blocks and participants—which could thus

have increased its influence on the decision process.

In the visual inspection of the trajectories, we observed “random”
movements (or oscillations) for some trials made to simply comply

with time constraints of the paradigm. However, it was negligible in

the whole data set and should have a near zero mean effect with very

large variance, thus only contributing to noise in the statistical analy-

sis. Indeed, we are not interested in predicting or even interpreting

individual trajectories, but in the mean effects across participants and

trials, so that the estimates of response mode and linguistic framing

effects should not be biased by such random movements.

4 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present studies provide evidence consistent with the hypothesis

that a paradigm with a binary response mode constrains early decision

dynamics, as trajectories deviated more in the binary compared to the

continuous response mode. This hypothesis was only partially sup-

ported in Study 1, given a rather weak effect with the conditional ana-

lyses and alternative interpretations of some of the results. Study

2, however, tested this hypothesis with a new slider paradigm

designed to alleviate limitations of Study 1's MT paradigm and discard

proposed alternative interpretations. Results are in line with the possi-

bility that the binary response mode, widely used in decision-making

research with 2AFC tasks, may constraint decision dynamics from an

early stage onwards.

F IGURE 8 Mean trajectory in each condition of Study 2 with the
conditional analysis, using all binary mode trajectories but only
extreme answer trajectories for the continuous mode (a), and
difference between binary and continuous response modes (b; with
grey 95% confidence intervals, pink background for corrected
significance).
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This initial constraint may then be amplified during the decision-

making process, resulting in less room for change and less flexible

decisions. This is consistent with theoretical and formal models of

decision making based on accumulation of evidence, as the binary

mode may induce a stronger integration of weaker evidence toward

the extreme response alternatives (see Figure 2). This may be particu-

larly problematic in the morality domain. Somewhat extrapolating

from present results, we may expect that people regularly confronted

with such binary options would tend to take more extreme positions

at the end than they would spontaneously. This could be the case

with our experimental designs, as suggested in the first study with the

significantly more extreme decisions made when binary response

mode was presented first, as well as with most 2AFC tasks, since par-

ticipants are exposed to series of statements. Adding to the idea that

the paradigm could impact the decision process, possibly leading to

different outcomes, the observed significant amount of change in the

two studies shows that the response mode could lead to swings

between extreme responses even for moral decisions. Consequently,

one may question the relevance of 2AFC tasks to study moral deci-

sions, unless their advantages are explicitly sought after

(e.g., maximizing effect sizes by forcing one or the other response

option, facilitating theoretical predictions and operationalizations).

4.1 | Limitations and perspectives

It is to mention that conditional analyses may not be representative of

the whole set of empirical data we obtained, as they required discard-

ing non-extreme decisions. This is thus complementary to uncondi-

tional analyses where those decisions were also included. Also, the

necessary presence of time constraints in order to be able to track

decision dynamics through mouse tracking (explicit feedback to the

user in Study 1 or progressive slider disappearance in Study 2) intro-

duces additional noise to measures and may lead to underestimation

of effects. Alternatively, this could result in less reflexive and more

hasty decisions, which may also accentuate the dichotomous thinking

in the binary response mode (compared to no time-constrained deci-

sions) to be able to converge and answer toward one or the other

opposite alternative.

To further investigate early decision dynamics and how they

could amplify and further constrain decision making, future research

may rely on computational modeling as an interesting tool in this

endeavor. To address differences between binary and continuous

response modes, models relying on a fixed set of accumulators

(e.g., drift diffusion model; Ratcliff et al., 2016) could be contrasted

and combined with models operating on continuous scales

(e.g., dynamic neural field; Schöner, 2020), or a model already con-

trasting binary and continuous response mode for a pricing task

(Kvam & Busemeyer, 2020), implementing computationally the formal

model illustrated on Figure 2.

Another avenue for future research pertains to the effects of lin-

guistic framing. Indeed, as this variable was not a focal point of the

present research, we did not investigate it further. However, it is

worth highlighting that the same consistent pattern was observed in

both studies: For negative framing, participants deviated more than

for positive framing at the beginning of the trial, the effect was then

reversed, yet with no significant difference in final responses. A possi-

ble explanation of this pattern is that the presence of negation in the

statement creates a preference toward the answer with a negation

(“Do not agree”). Then, by getting the meaning of the statement, the

participant needs to rectify her trajectory and amplifies the movement

in the opposite direction to correct it. At the end, the correction is

made, and no difference is observable in final responses. This explana-

tion is speculative but corresponds to overshooting dynamics often

observed in MT designs. Future research may therefore investigate it

further, either with human or simulated participant data, as linguistic

framing-related parameters can be integrated into computational

models.

Finally, moral decisions were investigated in these studies without

studying dimensions of morality on an a priori basis. Yet, Moral Foun-

dation Theory for instance postulates moral pluralism with the exis-

tence of five different moral foundations (care/harm, fairness/

cheating, loyalty/betrayal, authority/subversion, and sanctity/degra-

dation) (Graham et al., 2013). Disentangling these moral dimensions

and testing whether some of them are more affected by response

mode could be an interesting perspective for future research.

5 | CONCLUSION

The present research contributes to decision-making and cognition

research more broadly, beyond the moral domain. First, the slider

design provides a relevant tool to trace dynamics in the case of lin-

guistically complex stimuli, such as complex sentences. This takes the

MT paradigm one step further, making it a useful cognitive process

tracing method for a wide range of stimuli and response modes.

Regarding complex sentences in particular, the fact that the slider

design prevented hovering the cursor over the sentences while read-

ing is a desirable feature for many studies, beyond the specific reasons

that led to this new development in the present research. But the con-

tribution of the present research is also at the basic level: Evidence

was found that the 2AFC paradigm could lead to a cognitive con-

straint, impacting decision-making processes by dichotomizing social

objects and changing the way information is considered and inte-

grated and potentially even change decision outcome. Those aspects

should thus be considered when using this paradigm.

Also, in line with the embodied choice perspective (Lepora &

Pezzulo, 2015), the alternative interpretations of Study 1's results

were primarily related to the central role of sensorimotor behavior.

Thus, when decisions are expressed by actions, bidirectional influ-

ences between ongoing actions and decisions should be fully consid-

ered, as they may lead to nonlinearities and bifurcations in decisions.

The importance of feedback loops between cognitive processes and

observable behaviors should thus be considered as intrinsically

involved in cognitive dynamics. More generally, this raises the ques-

tion of what should be considered part of decision dynamics.
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Consistent with a situated cognition perspective, the present research

highlights the importance of brain, body, and task as crucial parame-

ters to understand cognitive dynamics.
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